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This proposal seeks funding for the re-building of 20 traditional homes and 1 Nujué (female ceremonial house)
for Kogi Nuanezhaka families who lost their homes and temple in recent fires.
Nuanezhaka is one of three Kogi communities located on the north side of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta
facing the Caribbean Sea. Colombians know the area as Mamey, in the municipality of Dibulla, Colombia.

Click Here to Donate to the Nuanezhaka Community re-build
Nuanezhaka, Wanezhaka and Jukudluá were founded on May 12, 2018, when 30 hectares of land privately
owned since colonization was returned to the Kogi. The communities house 102 families comprised of 434
inhabitants, including 93 children under 15 years of age.
The Kogi who live in the area moved from higher elevations in order to nurture land that has suffered
maltreatment. As keepers of Earth's origin, or Se, the sacred teachings of harmony and balance woven into the
material and spiritual fabric of Heart of the World, they considered it their duty to do so.
About the environment and people of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta
The Sierra, collectively known to the Teyuna (Tayrona), the Wiwa, Kogi, Arhuaco and Kankuamo peoples as the
Heart of the World, rises from the beaches of the Caribbean to the peaks of Colón and Bolívar, 5,775 meters
above sea level. It rises through narrow valleys with rivers of crystalline waters, through deserts, humid forests,
tundra, and perpetual snow. It is surrounded by the Caribbean Sea, the dry plains of La Guajira, and the
Savannas of the Magdalena River and Cesar.
Social organization, dress and tongue vary among the groups, but they are strongly united by their committed
vision: their lives are dedicated to spiritual work for the natural world. Their existence protects all life on Earth,
a planet critical for the balance of the entire universe. It is for this reason they call themselves "Big Brothers".

More about Nuanezhaka
Nuanezhaka is the sacred birthplace of amphibians and reptiles, the most ancient creatures to inhabit Earth and a
vital link in the network of interconnectionivity worldwide. Found on every continent except Antarctica, frogs
are known barometers of environmental health due to their extreme sensitivity to air and water quality and
climate change. Their survival is critical to the survival of all air-breathing life.
Frogs are especially revered by the Teyuna as symbols of fertility, sacred knowledge, ancestral music,
consciousness and hope. An absence of frogs indicates a serious ecological imbalance.
A biologist can give us specifics about the health of an area based on it's amphibian life, but the Teyuna are one
of the last cultures on earth who have the knowledge to interpret this information from the perspective of Se and
use their a unique energetic methodology to clear the imbalance.
When the Kogi arrived, Nuanezhaka was in questionable health. It was very challenging for them to perform
pagamento (remuneration to Earth for what we take from Her) in the area as they had to trespass on private
property. They were chased by dogs and guards when they performed sacred service. Now that it's theirs, we
need to help make it possible for them to stay. It's very important that the Kogi are able to rebuild and continue
their work in Nuanezhaka to spark hope and strength, so needed in these times. Without Nuanezhaka, an
important and sacred ecosystem is at severe risk.
Please support the Kogi in Nuanezhaka in their efforts to communicate with Mother Nature on behalf of
humanity. Support them in saying “We acknowledge your sacredness, we are here, paying you back for the
crimes humanity has perpetrated, we are helping you to thrive again in this place.” Your donation is pagamento.
Take this opportunity to participate in re-establishing the health of this natural environment and energetically
assure forward motion in sustainability by encouraging water to flow and seeds to grow.
MATERIALS

QUANTITY

UNIT VALUE

TOTAL USD

TRADITIONAL HOMES

20

$460.50

$9,210.00

PALM (roof)

4,000 UNITS

$1.55

$6,200.00

CAÑA BOBA

2,000 UNITS

$0.92

$1,840.00

GRAND TOTAL

You will be helping the families of:

$17,250.00

1.JUAN ALBERTO GIL

3.LUMAKU DINGULA G.

2. JOSE JESUS SAUNA

4.LUKA CORONADO S.

5.MARCO DINGULA BARRO

6.ALEJO SAUNA LABATA

7.JUAN SAUNA ALBERTO

8.DON JOSE ZARABATA DINGULA

9.NOLBERTO CORONADO SAUNA

10.JACINTO SAUNA LAZANO

11.EMILIO ZARABATA SAUNA

12.MARCO SAUNA NUIVITA

13.JOSE SANTO DINGULA SAUNA

15.MARSELO NAKOGUI CORONADO

14. JUAN PABLO SAUNA SAUNA

16.JOSELOSANTO NAKOGUI CORONADO

17.JOSE ANTONIO LABATA L.

18.SANTO SAUNA GIL

19.JUSE SANTO CORONADO LABATA AND

20.SANTUNU SAUNA ALBERTO

